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Discover the Future of Physical Education

Daily Fit Log Recommendations and Action Plan Checklist
Des Moines Public Schools Goals




Track students’ physical activity time outside of school
Use Daily Fit Log to meet state standards for “Goal Setting”
Create personal fitness portfolios for students.

Daily Fit Log’s Recommendations
1. Features
Based on your answers to the initial survey, Daily Fit Log recommends the use of the following features for Des
Moines Public Schools.
Fit Log: Through the utilization of the Fit Log, students will be able to track their physical activity and develop an
awareness of their physical activity habits, which was indicated as a goal on your initial survey. Students should be
responsible for entering their physical activity on a daily basis. Be sure to instruct your teachers that students can back
log entries to dates in the past. Therefore, if students are unable to log in to DailyFitLog.com on a daily basis, they can
go back and enter their activity logs for previous days.
Student Activity Overview & Fitness Testing Reports: These reports play a pivotal role in the experience for your
students. By utilizing these two reports, students will learn the valuable skill of self-assessment. As they
simultaneously monitor their progress with their physical activity habits and fitness testing scores, they can begin to
make sense of the data they have been logging, thus learning from it and beginning to improve upon it. These reports
can be created by the student or teacher and should be distributed to (or created by) the students at the end of each
month. Additionally, these reports will be perfect to track long-term progress and help meet your stated goal of
creating Fitness Portfolios for your students.
Reflection Sheets: In order to create an educational experience for your students, the reflection sheets are
paramount. Used correctly, they will tie together all of the features that Daily Fit Log has to offer. By utilizing them,
you will ensure that your students are not just viewing the DFL program as meaningless data entry. These sheets ask
key questions to help students make sense of their activity habits and allow them to identify their deficiencies and
plan for change with our goal setting feature.
Goals: By utilizing the goal setting feature each month, your students will be able to set a goal to improve upon their
physical activity habits from the month prior. The reflection sheets and reports will help students sort through the
data they have logged, allowing them to set challenging and realistic goals. Completing these tasks will help students
improve upon what they have done in previous months.
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2. Utilization
The most essential principle of the DFL program is that the features must work simultaneously with one another to
create a superior educational experience for your students. Isolated and used separately, each feature of the site may
only deliver a portion of what students need in order to learn important fitness concepts. When used collectively, the
features synchronize to create a fitness experience that includes tracking, self-assessment, goal setting, and personal
fitness planning – teaching your students the necessary skills to promote health and wellness for a lifetime of daily
physical activity.
To ensure that the features of the program work together with one another, the flow chart below highlights the
recommended student usage pattern. This pattern creates an educationally sound structure for the program in your
district and can guide your staff during their curricular implementation.

Daily
Log Physical
Activity (and/or
Fitness Testing
Scores as
needed)

End of Month
End of Month

Evaluate data
with Student
Activity Overview
and/or Fitness
Testing reports

Set New Monthly
Goal on
Daily Fit Log

End of Month
Complete
Reflection Sheet

As you can see, by following this sequence each month you ensure that your staff is maximizing the use of the DFL
program. This allows each feature offered on the site to be used in conjunction with the others in a way that
promotes education and allows your students to build upon their activity and fitness levels from the prior month.
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3. Implementation Strategy
Starting Point and Growth
We understand that obstacles may arise with the implementation of any new and innovative program. We have
found that organic growth from within a school system creates an easier and more manageable implementation.
School Admins, please refer to the following section which applies to your school. These strategies have been
developed based off your districts response to our questionnaire.

Middle and High Schools
We recommend beginning September 2014 using the full program (based off of DFL’s recommendations from
section 1) with all contract PE students from your selected pilot schools. This will allow your school district to
become acclimated with the program and learn to easily combat any unique school-based concerns that may arise
within Des Moines Public Schools. Moving forward, we recommend beginning 2015-2016 using the full program
(based off of DFL’s recommendations from section 1) with all contract PE students throughout the school district.
Additionally we recommend a pilot program in 2015 -2016 for mainstream, in class PE students. We recommend
interested teachers use the full program (based off of DFL’s recommendations from section 1) with one or two
classes (preferably 9th or 10th grade classes for high school and 6th grade classes for middle school). Utilizing DFL as
part of your curriculum would allow you to introduce technology into your PE program and track students’ health
and fitness metrics as they progress through your schools system.

Elementary Schools
As there may be no contract PE in the younger grades, you may be interested in implementing DFL into the 5th grade
curriculum to have students track their physical activity and improve lifetime fitness behaviors. We recommend
beginning next year using the full program (based off of DFL’s recommendations from section 1) with one or two
classes for each interested 5th grade teacher. This will allow your school to become acclimated with the program and
learn to easily combat any unique school-based concerns that may arise within Des Moines Public Schools. Moving
forward, we recommend beginning next year using the full program (based off of DFL’s recommendations from
section 1) with all 5th and 6th grade students in your school. At DFL we feel that 5th grade is the appropriate starting
point to begin utilizing the full suite of features that we offer.
Additionally, starting next year, we recommend a scaled back introduction to the lower grade levels. Utilizing the
DFL program at a smaller capacity with younger students will allow your school to slowly introduce the program to
your students each school year, thus building it out successfully over time. With close parent support, 3 rd and 4th
grade students can track physical activity outside of class and with your assistance, begin to learn about the
importance of goal setting through the use of DFL’s goal setting feature.
Finally, all students at your school should be using the DFL program to have their fitness testing scores recorded.
DFL’s fitness testing platform can easily be used as an isolated feature for entering and reporting scores, allowing
students, parents and teachers to gauge progress over time. Younger students will still have access to the full suite
of functionality and with the help of their parents, can explore DFL at their leisure. This will allow them to familiarize
themselves with the program while still providing your school the flexibility needed to implement a new program.
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Moines Public Schools School Admin Action Plan Checklist
Below Daily Fit Log has provided a very specific plan for Des Moines Public Schools to begin implementation of the DFL
program. The plan contains four phases – each including a checklist and explanation of the tasks we are asking you, the
School Admin to complete. This allows for you to gauge your school’s progress towards successful implementation of
the DFL program.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phase 1: School Level Set Up and Notification to Staff


Time Frame ______Days 1 – 3______

Sent email to my fellow Health & Phys Ed teachers notifying them that our school has been created on DFL
(Simply copy and paste the following paragraph into the body of a new email and CC support@dailyfitlog.com)
As you know, our district has registered for Daily Fit Log (www.dailyfitlog.com), which is a program that will
enable our students to track their physical activity and fitness testing scores online. In the coming days, we
will initiate the set up process and begin creating students and teacher accounts for our school. This should
prompt the DFL support team to contact you with important information regarding the set up of your
Teacher Account and the implementation of the program.
If you have questions about the information you will receive from Daily Fit Log, you can email their support
team (who is copied on this email) directly at support@dailyfitlog.com.



I have received my username and password from my district admin



Logged into my school admin account and watched the “School Admin Welcome Video”



All student accounts have been created

Explanation
To ensure that your school’s physical education staff is on the same page, sending a quick email notifying them the Daily
Fit Log set up process will begin shortly can go a long way. The pre-drafted email in the above section of the action plan
is a great way to set their expectations.
I ask that you please carefully review the contents of the email you have received from jon@dailyfitlog.com.
This email provides some very important information regarding the DFL program. As the email states, you should first
watch the School Admin Welcome Video. Our instructional videos have been launched to help you get started and learn
the basics of our program. After watching the video, you will learn that you need to create the student and teacher
accounts for your school.
**Once the steps in Phase 1 have been completed, please move on to Phase 2 of implementation**
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Phase 2: Teacher Set Up

Time Frame ______Days 4 – 5 ______



All teacher accounts have been created (Don’t forget to create one for yourself)



I see that my teachers have received their “Welcome” email from the DFL support team (you will be CC’d)



Teachers have read the “DFL Teacher Welcome Pack”



I have provided each teacher with their username and password



Teachers have logged into their accounts and watched the “Teacher Account Welcome Video”



Teachers have created their class names within the DFL system by day _ 5 _.
(Creating a class name on DFL only takes about 30 seconds to complete, therefore we recommend giving
teachers a short deadline once they receive their login information from you)

Explanation
Within 24 hours of teacher account creation, our support team will email each teacher some important information to
help them get started. It’s imperative that the teachers review this information in order to successfully implement the
program. Attached to this email will be the “Teacher Welcome Pack,” which includes a description of the DFL Program,
the DFL Account Responsibility Sheet, and pages 1-3 of this Implementation Plan. This pack will help your teachers
understand the features available to your students and how your school will be utilizing them.
You can complete the last step of phase 2 by logging into your School Admin Account and visiting your “TEACHERS”
page. Once there, click on the third sub-tab named “Class Management,” which displays each class created in your
school. The teacher associated with each class is listed in the last column.
**Once the steps in Phase 2 have been completed, please move on to Phase 3 of implementation**
________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phase 3: Introduction to Parents and Students
Time Frame ______Days 6 – 10 _____
(The following items are on the “DFL Teacher Checklist” which is attached to the “New Class” email sent to teachers)


Teachers have received their “New Class” email from the DFL support team (you will be CC’d)



Teachers have introduced the program and reviewed the “Student Welcome Pack” with their classes



The DFL Parent Letter has been sent home with each student



The DFL Student Participation Contract has been signed by students and collected



Usernames and passwords have been distributed to students



Students have completed their initial login and updated their profiles



Students have reviewed the Joining Classes Sheet and added themselves to their class
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Explanation
Once teachers create their first class, these resources will be emailed to them in the form of the “Student Welcome
Pack.” It’s important for your teachers to distribute and review these materials with their students because the review
of these documents will help students grasp expectations, as well as assist with the initial setup of their accounts.
Distributing usernames and passwords do not need to take place on an individual basis. Your teachers can use the Initial
Login Sheet to provide students with the format of the student account user name and allow them to record their
temporary password you assigned during creation of the student accounts completed in Phase 1.
This pack also provides resources for parents to review. We have found sharing information with parents is essential as
we have seen increased adoption of the program throughout the country when parent, student, and teacher
expectations are clearly aligned.
Additionally, attached to this email will be the “DFL Teacher Checklist.” This will help teachers stay organized and on task
with their responsibilities of Phases 3 and 4. For your reference, a copy of this checklist can be found on the following
page.
**10 days have passed. Phase 3 of implementation is complete and your school is now set up on Daily Fit Log!**

Phase 4: Utilization and Assessment
Time Frame ____ Days 11 – 30_____
(The following items are on the “DFL Teacher Checklist” which is attached to the “New Class” email sent to teachers)


Student requirements for the use of DFL are clearly explained



Students have begun to log their baseline physical activity on a daily basis



Students create a “Student Activity Overview Report” at the end of the month to review their data



Students used their activity overview to complete their Month 1 Reflection Sheet



The Month 1 Reflection Sheet is completed and turned in by students



Students have set goals to achieve by the end of month 2

Explanation
Once your students begin logging into DailyFitLog.com, our support team will recognize this is taking place and email
your teachers information about student assessment. This “Assessment” email will provide some details about our
“Class Reporting” page and explain how students and teachers can access the “Reflection Sheets.”
**1 Month has passed. Phase 4 of implementation is complete and Daily Fit Log has been successfully implemented!**
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Reference Materials
The following documents are part of the Student and Teacher Welcome
Packs. These are for your reference only. You do not need to print or
distribute these documents to your students or teachers.
Our support team will email each teacher the “Teacher Welcome Pack” once
we see their account has been created. The “Student Welcome Pack” will be
emailed to them once they create their first class.

DFL Teacher Checklist
Introduction to Parents and Students

Time Frame _____ 5 Days _____
(Upon receipt of “New Class” email)

 I have received the “New Class” email from the DFL support team


I have introduced the program and reviewed the “Student Welcome Pack” with my classes



The DFL Parent Letter has been sent home with each student



The DFL Student Participation Contract has been signed by students and collected



Usernames and passwords have been distributed to my students



Students have completed their initial login and updated their profiles



Students have reviewed the Joining Classes Sheet and added themselves to my classes

Utilization and Assessment

Time Frame ____ 20 Days _ _____
(Upon students joining your classes)



I have explained the requirements for the use of DFL to my students



Students have begun to log their baseline physical activity on a daily basis



Students have received “Student Activity Overview Report” at the end of the month to review their data



Students used their activity overview to complete their Month 1 Reflection Sheet



The Month 1 Reflection Sheet is completed and turned in by students



Students have set goals to achieve by the end of month 2
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DFL Account Responsibility Sheet
Don’t forget to watch our DFL Instructional Videos when you first log into your account!

District Admin Responsibilities


Creating Schools – If you are registered as a district, the District Admin is responsible for creating schools in the
DFL system.



Assigning a School Admin – Each time a school is created, a School Admin Account must be assigned to it. The
School Admin manages all of the administrative features and should be maintained by the individual responsible
for overseeing the DFL program at that school. Please note that the process of creating a school and assigning a
school admin is done at the same time.

School Admin Responsibilities


Creating Teacher Accounts – Each teacher that plans to utilize the DFL program should manage a Teacher
Account. The Teacher Account was specifically designed with unique features that allow for easy and authentic
assessment of students.



Creating Student Accounts – The most important job for the School Admin is to create all Student Accounts for
his or her school. To simplify this process, we have designed the Import Students feature. When using this
feature, you can create up to 1,000 student user names and passwords in just seconds. Simply obtain your
student rosters for each grade and upload the files into our system (it’s just like attaching a file to an email).



Create Fitness Testing Events – The School Admin is responsible for creating the fitness testing events for the
entire school. This includes choosing exercises, the different grades that will complete them, and the number of
times your students will be tested during the year. No need to worry, this only needs to be done one time. Once
the school admin sets up the school’s “Fitness Testing Structure” it will automatically repeat each year.

Teacher Responsibilities


Creating Classes – To allow for easier organization and to utilize the “Class Reporting” page, teachers should
create classes.



Adding Students to a Class – In order to save time and promote ease of use, DFL recommends allowing your
students to add and remove themselves from classes. This makes it much easier for teachers at the beginning of
the year, and especially during the year, when students change classes.
In order to utilize the Class Reporting page, teachers must create classes. Once completed, the Class Reporting
page will act as a one-stop-shop for assessment of your students.



Review Assessment Guide – Once you are ready to start using DFL, we recommend using the DFL Assessment
Guide, which can be found by going to the “Assessment Guide” tab in the Teacher Account. The guide provides
step-by-step instructions that will demonstrate the best approach towards using DFL to help create meaningful
and personal fitness experiences for your students.



Assess Student Data – The combination of the DFL Assessment Guide and the Class Reporting page allow you to
grade students and assess student activity levels in an effective and timely fashion.
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Dear Parents,
The Des Moines Public Schools Health and Physical Education Department would like to take this opportunity to
introduce a unique health and wellness initiative that will be taking place at our district. This technology-driven program
will assist our staff in creating physically active lifestyles for our students. Knowing that childhood obesity statistics are
higher than ever, Des Moines Public Schools has selected to implement DailyFitLog.com as part of your child’s Health
and Physical Education program. The purpose of the initiative is to motivate students to participate in sixty minutes a
day of physical activity and also learn essential skills to remain physically active for a lifetime.
DailyFitLog.com is a web based program designed specifically to work in conjunction with the Health and Physical
Education curriculum. The integration of this program will allow our district to meet a number of mandated state and
national physical education standards. To do so students will be asked to log their daily physical activity onto the website
including activities from both inside and outside of school. This feature will enable our Physical Education staff to
monitor how physically active their students have been and then use that data to help students identify strengths and
weakness in their physical activity habits. To commence the use of Daily Fit Log, each student will be provided with a
username and temporary password and at the time of their first login, each student will be prompted to create a new,
permanent password. Each student account will contain their name, grade, gender, birthday (calculates age) and year of
graduation. This information will be used to identify each individual student and their corresponding fitness data on the
site.
We are excited about infusing this technology component into our physical fitness program here within the Des Moines
Public Schools. It is also imperative for parents to be aware that when a student uses this website while at home, they
can be assured that the information relative to this site is completely safe and secure. It is our hope that the Des Moines
Public Schools in conjunction with all parents will encourage their children to use this unique program in order to
promote a healthy and active lifestyle through daily participation in physical activity.

Sincerely,
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DFL Student Participation Contract
By signing this contract, I, ______________________, agree to the following terms:
 I understand that I may be responsible for using the tools within Daily Fit Log to plan out
my physical activity weekly.
 I understand that as I form and continue to build a healthy routine, I am responsible to
create both short and long-term goals. My monthly short-term goals should help bring
me closer to my final long-term goal.
 I understand that I am expected to log my activity daily. I will be honest with my logs so
my grades will be a valid result of my work.
 I understand that if it is suspected that my logging is altered or untrue, my grades will be
negatively affected.
 I understand that I must complete Monthly Reflection Sheets, as well as one Midway
and one Final Reflection Sheet. They will contain a review of my past performance.
 I understand that Daily Fit Log can help me form a healthy lifestyle through daily use of
the program. As long as I understand and follow these terms, I can expect positive
results.
Print Name: _____________________________

Signature: _______________________________

Date: _____________________________________
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DFL Student Account – Initial Login Sheet
School Name: ______________________________
(insert school’s user name suffix below)

Student User Name and Temporary Password
Your Username is created with your First Name, Last Name and your School’s User Name Suffix (___). An
example of your username would be: firstname.lastname.___
**Don’t forget the periods between your first name, last name and user name suffix**
Your Temporary Password is (CASE SENSITIVE): _________________

Login to Daily Fit Log
1. Go to www.dailyfitlog.com
2. Click Login.

3. Enter your User Name and Password, and then click Login.

Your First Login

1. The first time you login to Daily Fit Log you have to create a new password. First, enter your
temporary password.
2. Create a new password.


Your new password must be at least 5 characters long.



Your new password can contain letters OR numbers.



Make sure your password is easy to remember, but not something anyone can guess.
o Keep your password in a safe spot! If you lose or forget your password, your teacher
can either give it to you, or reset it for you.

3. If you agree to Daily Fit Log’s Terms of Use and Privacy Policy, click Yes and then click Submit.
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(DFL Student Account – Initial Login sheet continued…)

Entering in Your Information
The first time you login, you will be on the My Profile page. You must enter in your Student Information.
This can only be entered in during your first login.

1. Select Edit.
2. Make sure your name is spelled correctly.
3. Enter the following information:
a. Gender – male or female. (this field must be entered)
b. Birthday – Month, day, and year. (this field must be entered)
c. Grade – your current grade. (this field must be entered)
d. Year of Graduation – (from the school you are currently attending).
4. Select Save.
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DFL Student Account – Joining Classes Sheet
Step 1 – Click on the MY CLASSES icon.

STEP 1

Step 2 – Click the ADD button

STEP 2

STEP 3 – Select your TEACHER
STEP 4 – Select the class your are in.

STEP 3

STEP 4
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